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In attendance: 

Nina Maness (President) 

Grace Zell (VP External) 

Elizabeth Nash (VP-Internal) 

Caitlin Keenan (Secretary) 

Brittany McCartney (Treasurer) 

Sean Astle (Communications Officer) 

Samantha Koshowski (Archives and Documentation Officer) 

Diego Sandoval Hernandez (PGSS Representative) 

Nicola Vernon (Shadow Curriculum Committee Representative) 

Devon Lemire (Publications Committee Chair) 

Tran Phan (Prof. Assoc. Liaison; Career Fair Committee Chair) 

Ruth E. Hwang (Chief Returning Officer-Parliamentarian) 

 

Regrets: 
Sebastian Lamoureux (Knowledge Continuity Officer) 

Patrick Molicard-Chartier (PhD Curriculum Committee Representative) 

Fei Shu (SIS PhD Representative) 

Julie Lin (Curric Committee Representative, MISt II) 

Noelle Dubé (Social Affairs Committee Chair) 

 

4:05pm  Call to order  

Motion to approval emergency addition to Social Affairs Chair’s report.  

Nina – proposed; Grace – second. Approved unanimously. 

1 Approval of the agenda  

Approved unanimously 

 

2 Approval of the minutes 

- Grace: request to include PGSS CRO’s reply to outstanding 

inquiry from Oct 7th meeting. Grace read Kolby’s report aloud in 

the meeting. See MISSA Oct 7 minutes for content. 

4:08pm   Minutes approved unanimously with addition of PGSS response. 

4:09pm  Reports 

4:09pm  4.1 President's report 

1) We held a recruitment event for the Southern Ontario Library Services. Only one 

person came. Looking for ways to promote them to the student body as they are 

interested in hiring recent/future SIS grads. 

-Nina: considering including the SOLS recruiters in the career fair. The recruiter is 

really interested in networking options with current SIS students. Let Nina know if you 

have any recruitment ideas. 

-Tran: can she wait until March? We can engage her in the Career Fair. 
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Nina will pass on contact info to Tran. 

 

2) Professor Dalkir is looking for suggestions for topics to discuss at the tea with the 

director. 

 

3) Liz and I have been attending accreditation meetings and faculty meetings. Please let 

us know if there are any items you'd like us to discuss at either 

-Nina: can keep people up to date on what’s happening if there’s interest. The general 

impression is that student reps don’t have a ton of real input into the process, but at least 

we’re there. 

 

4) We talked to PGSS about changing the email. They said they couldn't change the name 

without losing all our contacts. They did however change what people see when they 

receive emails from us to missa.pgss@mail.mcgill.ca. This, however, is causing problems 

with the listserv. There is not a lot of information in the mlissa email we want to keep, so 

we are suggesting starting a completely new email and forwarding from the old email 

address while people adjust. Then simply deleting the old mlissa account after a couple of 

months. 

-Sean: update: the email has now officially been properly changed to 

missa.pgss@mail.mcgill.ca, and the footer has been changed as well. 

-Nina: Do we still have access to the old mlissa account? 

-Sean: No, it’s gone. 

Sean will send an email to faculty/students/staff concerning the update. 

-Nina: should we make an announcement on the website too? [conversation continues 

under Communication Officer’s Report (4.6)]. 

 

5) We now have a fully functioning bank account, cheques and access to our funds. 

[discussion of this topic is deferred to the Treasurer’s Report (4.4)] 

 

6) Looking into how we can participate in Faculty of Arts meetings is ongoing.  

-Nina: background: when we were in the Education faculty, we could send a 

representative to their student council. Arts doesn’t have the same set up. To attend 

meetings we need to be appointed to have a delegate; this requires paperwork. Question 

for council: do we want to add a faculty position back in after eliminating it from the 

Constitution last year? Currently Nina is fulfilling this role, but the upshot is that she’s 

attending a huge number of MISSA-related meetings each month. 

-Grace: could this responsibility fall under the VP-External’s purview? 

-Nina: yes, and tasks that are less relevant to the VP-X (e.g. book fair) could be 

delegated elsewhere. Possibility to address this for next year, either by changing the 

Constitution or just by informally changing the logical duties associated with each role. 

Concern: how official does this role need to be? 

-Caitlin: is it official now under the President’s role? 

-Nina: believe so; that being the case, we might have to change it officially. Nina will 

suss out how comfortable the PGSS people are with supported another Constitutional 

modification. 

 

 

 

 

mailto:missa.pgss@mail.mcgill.ca
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4:19pm  4.2 VP Internal's report 

1) Survey 

I would like to survey MISt I students to find out what they want from the program, how 

MISSA can help, what type of workshops they are interested in, etc. Sample survey 

questions: 

 What is your favorite part about the MISt program? 

 If you could change one thing about your program, what would it be, and why? 

 What would you like the Masters of Information Studies Student Association’s 

(MISSA) role to be? 

 What are events you would like to see? 

 Are there any particular workshops you would like to see? 

-Liz: would like to know if anybody has suggestions for questions. Also we could include 

a link to the suggestion box on the website to help make sure people are aware that this 

feature exists. 

2) Workshops 

Going off of the above, I think it would be cool if MISSA could run workshops for 

students relating to professional skills, i.e. how to network, how to rock an interview, etc. 

In the survey I would like to see what type of workshops students are interested in so that 

people would actually show up! 

-Liz: employers want professional skills! Possibility to partner with CAPS to create SIS-

targeted workshops? 

-Devon: Note that some student groups do things like this already, so might want to talk 

with them. 

 

3) Conversation with AESISSA 

Nina and I had a Skype conversation with AESISSA, which is Ottawa's form of MISSA. 

We agreed to keep each other updated on events.  

-Nina: note possible connections for SIS students interested in Parliamentary jobs. 

 

4:23pm  4.3 VP External's report  

The PGSS General Meeting was held on October 14th and the following issues are the 

most relevant to MISSA Council and SIS students: 

 

1) PGSS Autumn Referendum was held November 2-8 to answer two questions regarding 

fee increases in PGSS membership and the Special Projects Fund.  

-Grace: no results yet. Will be holding more classroom visits for future votes. 

 

2) The PGSS External Affairs Officer has been actively participating in the formation of 

2 new Quebec Student Federations, AVEQ and QSU.  While PGSS has not decided 

which one to join, I will keep the council informed on this matter and details emerge. 

PGSS plans to affiliate with one of these two later this year. 

 

3) The External Affairs Officer will also be conducting a "town hall style" meeting later 

in November for those interested in anti-austerity measures. Interested individuals should 

reach out to Bradley Por at external.pgss@mail.mcgill.ca  

  -Caitlin: Do we need to disseminate this somewhere? 

mailto:external.pgss@mail.mcgill.ca
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-Grace: Yes. We won’t have the official information until after the Nov 11 meeting, 

though. 

 

4) PGSS Bylaws changes were approved.  

The bylaws had not been updated since 2012 and the changes removed some information 

that was vague, ambiguous, or incorrect. The bylaws now address issues such as virtual 

meetings and electronic motions. and the revisions include the addition of previously 

missing definitions, provisions for electronic motions and virtual meetings, and 

rephrasing of previously unclear articles.  

 

5) Motion regarding support of efforts to have McGill University adopt a traditional 

territory acknowledgement passed.  

Motion: 

Whereas, McGill University is situated on land that has long served as a place of 

meeting and exchange amongst Indigenous peoples, including the 

Haudenosaunee and Anishinabeg nations, 

Whereas, the Joint Board-Senate Committee on Equity, Subcommittee on Equity 

for First Peoples, developed a proposed Traditional Territory Acknowledgement 

Policy throughout the 2013-14 academic year in consultation with Indigenous 

McGill community members, the Kahnawake Cultural Centre, Indigenous Studies 

scholars, and offices of Indigenous affairs at peer institutions, 

Whereas, this proposed policy states that “acknowledging the traditional 

territory and its history strengthens the relationship between post-secondary 

institutions and Indigenous communities ... [and] also educates the University 

community on Indigenous peoples in Canada, and provides a welcoming 

environment for Indigenous students, staff, and faculty to engage with the 

academy,” 

Whereas, it is a policy of the PGSS to promote equity and diversity, 

Be it resolved, that the PGSS supports the efforts of students and groups at 

McGill University seeking the adoption of a traditional territory acknowledgment 

by the university administration.  

-Nina: Question for council: should we (MISSA) be doing traditional territory 

acknowledgements when we have events? Do we need to officially acknowledge this as a 

group? If so, should it be a formal or informal implementation? 

-Devon: possibility to reword for brevity. 

-Nicola: risk of these acknowledgements becoming disingenuous/insulting if context is 

off; can feel like lip service. 

-Nina: if we do adopt this, it should be after sober reflection 

-Grace: note also that this motion hasn’t been adopted by McGill proper (although 

there’s pressure for them to do so). It will show up on PGSS’s website hereafter, though. 

-Nina: call for opinions/suggestions from council members re: whether and how to do 

this. 

Grace: there needs to be meaning/intent behind it. Maybe we should reflect before taking 

a vote. Maybe also poll people outside of MISSA council. 

Diego: we don’t have that many meetings, so it probably wouldn’t become repetitive and 

dismissive. Our adoption could promote thoughtfulness. 

Nina: Yes, in terms of helping us all think about how we can do better; this adoption as 

one small step. 

Grace will take the lead on gathering student input on this topic. 
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4:32pm  4.4 Treasurer's report  

1) Funds received: The Fall 2015 deposit was released and deposited in MISSA’s BMO 

account. We now have access to it. 

2) Fridge: Will be working with Julie to, hopefully, order a fridge in the next week. 

-Nina: please let Kathryn and Kathy know once there are firm fridge plans.  

Nina will send out an email once the transfer has actually taken place.  

From here on out, Nina will let the student body know about MISSA meetings ahead of 

time so that they can submit funding requests within an appropriate time frame.  

4:34pm  4.6 Communications Officer's report 

-Email situation is resolved, but now there’s an issue with the listserv not recognizing our 

emails. Awaiting liaison with Student Life Services to remedy this. 

- Sean participated in the Communications Committee meeting, brought up the issue of 

the old MLISSA Twitter account. Elysia suggests that we either update it or leave it as it 

is for historical reference and to serve as an additional link to our current page. Will 

discuss the issue again at the Dec 1 Comm.-Comm. Meeting, unless we decide to get rid 

of the account for good in the meantime. The account is currently suspended. 

-Grace: don’t really see the point of an inactive Twitter account; seems worse than not 

having one, sends wrong message. 

-Liz: what kinds of information did Elysia have in mind that prompted her to suggest that 

we keep the account? 

-Sean: maybe the followers? Its never really seemed like something we need. 

-Nina: seems kind of obsolete. 

Sean will put forward a motion for the next meeting to delete the Twitter account. 

- Sean is working on putting together a disclaimer to append to the MISSA listserv footer. 

Will declare that messages distributed through the email don’t necessarily reflect our 

views. Brought this up in the Comm-Comm. Meeting as well. It will allow us to distance 

ourselves from messages pushing a particular agenda. 

- Raising a concern: saturation point within the student body re: emails? Does anybody 

read them? Suggestion: labelling messages according to priority. Would allow students 

to filter things… would be an improvement given that right now some students just delete 

all emails from associations on the spot. 

-Passing on a message from Elysia: congratulates MISSA on a great job so far this year. 

Nina will conduct classroom visits to advertise new email address 

(missa.pgss@mail.mcgill.ca). Grace and Liz will help. Please spread the word! 

4:43pm  4.7 Knowledge Continuity Officer's report (in absentia; read by Nina) 

1) Uploaded, and edited the financial forms in the 'finance' section of the MLISSA page.  

2) Gave a brief presentation concerning this to the other student associations. 

3) Created my own test page. 
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4) Updated the MISSA executive (2015-2016). 

5) Changed the SIS Wiki highlights. 

6) Tried to brainstorm concerning continuity/website ideas; fiddling around with the 

Wiki, learning the ropes.  

7) If anyone else would like me to make them a user page let me know - I would just 

need the information you'd want me to put on your page. Otherwise, you can make your 

own! If you need any help getting started just send me an e-mail and I'll be happy to help.  

8) In particular, the following positions do not have descriptions on the SIS wiki: 

President: Nina Maness 

  Archives and Documentation Officer: Samantha Koshowski 

PhD Student Rep: Fei Shu 

Curriculum Committee Representative (2nd year): Julie Lin 

Curriculum Committee Representative (1st year): Nicola Vernon 

Curriculum Committee Representative (PhD): Patrick Molicard-Chartier 

Professional Association Liaison Committee Chair: Tran Phan 

If you are in a position that does not have a description, please take the time to write one 

up! The constitution will have much of the official information you'll need, but try to 

write up a less formal/more practical description of what your position actually does. 

Caitlin will send an email to the relevant people highlighting the need to do this. 

 

8) If you are organizing events, please consider writing up lessons learned and best 

practices immediately after the event. This will provide extra information for future 

members and will make your exit report easier to write.  

 

4:45pm  4.8 Archives and Documentation Officer’s report 

1) McGill Archives is interested in acquiring our records. If we agree to give them these 

records we need to sign a Deed of Gift.  

o Need to decide who has the power to sign the Deed of Gift. Ideally it should 

be the ADO, but in that case we need a formal vote transferring that power 

from the President to the ADO. 

- Sam: Question for council: who should be responsible for keeping up with this 

tradition?  

- Sam: Point of information: note that McGill Archives will delete anything they don’t 

need (i.e. anything not PGSS related). Therefore, see (2) below. 

 

2) The role of the ADO will be to digitize current and past records. 

o Problems with this: 

 Need a secure place to keep the online records. Previous years have 

been digitized, however no one remembers where those records are, 

and they are currently lost. 

 Storing the records on the SIS Wiki is an option if the page they are 

stored on can be locked so that it can only be edited by the ADO, the 

KCO and possibly the President. 

o My recommendation: 

 We should look into purchasing an external hard drive that we can 

use to store a backup of our records. The hard drive could be stored 

in the MISSA office. This would allow us to place records on the SIS 
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Wiki without having to worry about passwords being lost or files 

being accidentally deleted. 

- Sam: goal for ADO role for this year: start the digitization process. Problem: we’ve lost 

previous digitized records because of a failure of knowledge continuity (lost passwords 

etc) and there’s a risk that this could happen again. Should we bring forward a motion to 

buy an external hard drive? Need to think on this. 

- Tran: note that it’s important to consider file-types when undertaking digitization. The 

problem: we’re dependent on technology to be able to access them, and of course the 

technology changes rapidly. Just a caution that we need to make sure to think about 

future access. 

- Sam: will work with Gordon at McGill Archives on this, and figure out the plan going 

forward. 

- Tran: recommendation also to contact Prof. Park for digital management expertise. 

- Nina: the nice thing about digitization is improved accessibility. Current paper records 

are easily lost and not easily accessed. 

- Tran: maybe we should think about the cloud? 

- Sam: the previous records were digitized in the cloud and are now lost. This goes back 

to the knowledge continuity issues and password retention. [discussion continues under 

point 3]. 

Sam will bring forward three motions for next time: (1) to release $ to purchase a hard 

drive, (2) to digitize records, (3) to turn over relevant records to McGill Archives. 

 

3) Account passwords 

In previous meetings, the council decided that password retention would be done by the 

ADO. The question that was raised was that this potentially overlaps with the role of the 

KCO. We should look into decided who should formally adopt this role.  

  - Sean: possibility to fix this issue through the knowledge continuity forms? 

- Nina: the problem with that is that the wiki is public. Re: password responsibility, right 

now, Brittany has a binder and we’re passing them on through word of mouth. Need to 

find a staff or faculty member to keep passwords because there is too much risk in a 2-

year program of positions going unfilled. Potentially Elysia? Or Kathryn? Need to talk to 

KCO about strategies. 

- Nina: Point of information: talked to Elysia about ADO role. Currently, ADO must go 

to a continuing student (1st year). However, often 1st-year students don’t have experience 

in archives (although we lucked out this year!). Maybe the ADO position doesn’t need to 

be continuing? Possibility to look at changing the Constitution to modify this (especially 

if we’re opening it up to revision anyway for other reasons; see 4.1.6 above).  

 

4:58pm  4.9 MISt II Curric Committee Representative’s Report (in absentia; read by Nicola) 

 

1) There has only been one curriculum council meeting so far in which we discussed 

changes in a few courses, including GLIS 602, since Professor Bouthillier will be too 

busy to teach the course in its entirety. Her PhD student will be co-instructing. 

 It was mentioned that the graduate certificate option for our program is likely to be 

retired since no one has taken it in 10 years. 

 There are also plans to look through courses that are in the course catalog that haven't 

been offered in years in preparation for accreditation. 

-Nicola: next meeting is November 20. 

- Nina: note that students can go and participate even if they aren’t representatives (but 

if you talk too much, they may ask you to stop) 
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2) Nicola and I have also been invited to join the accreditation committee for the 

curriculum portion of the report we must submit to the ALA. Professor Bartlett and 

Professor Menard will be contacting us with an updated version of what we have of the 

accreditation report so far after the Christmas break. 

 

3) On a completely different note: I'll be working with Brittany on the fridge issue but as 

I've been out of the city all weekend, we haven't had a chance to meet and talk about it 

yet. 

 

5:03pm  4.10 PGSS Representative’s Report 

1) PGSS held a council meeting, as well as the General Annual Meeting. 

2) On Sunday November 8th, polls closed for the PGSS Autumn Referendum Questions. 

Members were asked to vote for a fee increase for the the Membership Fee & the Special 

Project Fund. We should find out the actual results within the week. 

Unfortunately, the referendum regarding the fee increase for CKUT failed by 30 votes. 

3)  Highlights from the Council Meeting: 

 We were asked to approve the budget; the FAO spent a considerable amount of time 

explaining the need to increase the Membership Fee to ensure financial sustainability 

of the services provided by PGSS, most notably those provided in Thomson House 

 We were also asked to vote on a motion to modify election dates, as the board had 

not approved the Referendum questions at that time. 

 

4) Highlights from the General Annual Meeting: 

 

 The External Affairs Officer is currently participating in the formation of two new 

Quebec Student Federations, AVEQ and QSU, although PGSS is not officially 

affiliated to either. 

 PGSS Councillors unanimously approved a motion to endorse the Divest McGill  

petition for McGill to withdraw direct stock holding in oil and coal companies. 

 

- Diego: PGSS has endorsed petition to withdraw from stocks held in oil companies 

 

5:04pm  4.11 PhD Curriculum Committee Representative 

 

1) Since our last meeting, I met with the curriculum committee, however from a PhD 

point of view no curriculum matters were discussed. The meeting concentrated on 

amending Master’s level courses.  I will be attending the next curriculum meeting on 

Nov. 20.  

 

5:04pm  4.12 Social Affairs Committee Chair’s report (in absentia; read by Nina) 

 

I would largely like to hear the opinions from the discussions of some of the issues that I 

have brought up before putting forth motions as of right now. 
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1)       Through discussion with Nina, I like the idea of having a catered SISmas party at 

the SIS Mansion without alcohol in order for students to have a chance to mingle with 

faculty and PhD. Other suggestions, however, are welcome.     

a.       Members can make specific catering suggestions if they have some in mind.  

  

2)       In addition to this, Nina and I talked about having an unofficial “after party” 

following SISmas in which students would have the option of drinking alcohol while also 

spending time with colleagues and celebrating the end of the semester.  At this point in 

time, Thomson House is appealing considering its convenience in relation to the SIS 

Mansion as well as its familiarity to students.  However, I am open to other suggestions if 

another member has a venue in mind.  We also have to take into consideration that it may 

be too late to book a space at Thomson House.  Likewise, booking a space would use 

some more of the funds.  Thomson House is a place that we can use as students without 

booking.  The main issues that require the council’s opinion and/or decision:  

a.       Do members agree that there should be an unofficial party following SISmas? 

b.      If so, should the party take place at Thomson House? Suggestions for other venues 

are welcome.  Do members feel that we should try to book a space there? 

c.       Should we allocate some funds for alcohol at the “after party” or should students be 

able to purchase their own drinks? 

 

3)       A date will need to be discussed and decided on.  It seems that all students are 

finished exams on Friday, December 11th, so I suggest this date for SISmas.  Any time 

before this would likely be a busy time for students and could result in not many students 

showing up.  As well, any later dates cold be risky in that many students will likely be 

heading home for the holidays. I would be interested in hearing first and second year 

student opinions from those on the committee.  

 

Social Affairs Chair Emergency Addendum: 

  

I propose that we create a Social Affairs Committee (or Party Planning Committee) to 

help with preparing for, decorating and purchasing food for SISmas.  

  

Grace helped me in deciding that we should purchase assorted food trays and platters 

from the grocery store rather than hiring catering.  This seems to be the simplest option 

and I believe that this was what Social Affairs did for the party last year.  This is also 

something that the Social Affairs Committee could help with.   

 

  - Tran:  what’s the budget for SISmas? 

  -  Brittany:  last year – wine budget only: $120 

    previous year – Thompson House $950 (presumably catered)  

- Nina: everything is on the table. Main suggestions are (1) do a SIS mansion platter 

party + after drinks at Thompson House OR (2) book a room at Thompson House 

- Grace: doing it at the mansion would be best in terms of catering to staff, faculty, PhDs. 

Saves money, makes people comfortable, and then we can go to Thompson for an 

informal afterparty. Don’t think we should book, and anyway we don’t know how many 

people will be coming. 

- Tran: last year we did a potluck and there were lots of leftovers 

- Nina: if we’re not spending money on alcohol, we should at least be buying platters to 

justify hosting – after all, this is one of the main events we collect student funds for! 

- Tran: maybe a Yule log dessert? 
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- Nina: is everybody present comfortable with the alcohol-free SIS mansion party 

concept? [No objections]. 

- Grace: reporting on questions from Noelle: 

 Can we (re-)create a Social Affairs Committee? 

 Can this committee contain non-MISSA members? 

 Can Noelle choose these people? (especially soliciting interested first years) 

-Nina: from a Constitution perspective, yes, this is all fine. 

- Nina: proposal: let the Soc Affairs Committee present a budget, we approve it, and then 

they can decide unilaterally how to spend it 

- Brittany: we will still need the receipts, but would like to release the funds up front so 

people aren’t waiting out-of-pocket over Christmas break. 

- Nina: Do we have arough budget idea? (Somewhere between $120 and $950?) 

- Sam: How many people will be coming? 

- Nina: There’s really no way to predict. 

- Tran: maybe $600 for food? 

- Grace: maybe $500 for all the things? (food, decorations, etc) 

- Nina: somewhere between $200 and $500? Will communicate with Noelle. 

 

5:25pm  4.13 Publications Chair’s Report 

 

1) The first blog post of the fall has been published and that I should have another one up 

in a couple of weeks! 

If people want to write a post or publicize anything on the blog, let Devon know! 

 

5:26  4.14 Professional Association Liaison/ Career Fair Committee Chair’s Report 

 

1) The Career Fair Committee has accomplished two things since the previous MISSA 

Council Meeting. 

i. First, as you already know, the date and location for this year's Career Fair are now 

official. The Career Fair 2016 will take place on Friday March 18th, at the Carrefour 

arts et des sciences, at the University of Montreal. Please feel free to distribute the 

information to anybody who may have an interest to know. 

ii. Also, the Career Fair had its first Committee Meeting with both SIS and EBSI 

students attending on Friday October 30th. We discussed mostly strategies to attract 

employers and ways we can enhance our services to students from both Schools. 

With the date and location settled, we are now mostly concentrating on getting 

employers to attend the Fair. 

 

5:27pm  4.15 Point of Information: Tran 
  

Anne-Marie Smith, a MISt II student, and I are in Prof. Evans' course on Knowledge 

Networks, and as part of that course we have written a Business Proposal to start a 

community of practice for the student associations at SIS. A community of practice is 

basically an informal association whose purpose is to share knowledge in order to 

improve a field or process (in this case: how to manage a student group and organize 

activities that will be interesting to students). I know that there has been talks about 

bringing student groups together to better coordinate our activities (I saw something to 

that effect in the previous meeting minutes), and I would like to see that project become a 

reality. I am not sure if this could or should be an item in the meeting agenda, but if there 

are other Council members who are interested in making this happen, please let them 

know that Anne-Marie and I are extending our offer to assist. 
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-Tran: Would like to start the ball rolling with an All-Associations Meeting for SIS. Right 

now, there’s a lack of communication. Especially since there tends to be overlap in the 

timing of association activities – they frequently conflict with each other, especially in 

February and March. Want to improve on this this year – bring all associations together 

once or twice a year to coordinate, to know who everyone is and to know when events are 

being organized.  

Would also be beneficial to create a community of practice as a knowledge-sharing 

venue for student associations. Want MISSA to spearhead/facilitate these meetings to 

improve communication structure.  

- Nina: we have contact information for the communications officers/point people for the 

associations, and we share a calendar, but we need face-to-face meetings to really 

promote cooperation. Maybe bi-monthly? Technically the first All-Assoc meeting in 

September should have started this process, but in practice there’s too much to do in that 

meeting, plus it feels like MISSA dictating to the associations rather than a free 

communication space. We need to get all the associations talking together. 

- Sean: Everything seems to be backloaded to end of semester in this program, so the 

earlier we start this process the better. But trying to get started this semester might be 

difficult – hard to get the associations to commit with the last few weeks of the semester 

so hectic. 

- Tran: maybe early January when it’s calm? The goal would be to establish a foundation 

on which to build a functional infrastructure for next year. 

- Nina: let’s plan a meeting for the first or second week of January. 

- Grace: classes start on the 11th. 

- Nina: maybe Thursday or Friday of that week. 

Sean will book/organize this meeting. 

 

5:35pm New Business 

5:35pm  5.1 Motion: To grant the CLA $182.61 

WHEREAS the CLA have submitted their donation request and  

WHEREAS that request has been reviewed by the Treasurer 

BIRT the MISSA grant the CLA $182.61 from the CLA portion of the operating budget.  

 [no discussion preceding vote] 

Motion passes: 12 in favour, 0 against, 0 abstaining 

 

5:38pm   Adjourned.  

 


